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Discovery of Secret and Wonderful Waterfall in Bali

For those who are looking for calmness and peacefulness. Perhaps spending the time in nature point is worthy 
recommendation to disappear the fatigue of routines. Bali Island offers many nature spot which you can choose 
one. Whether you can visit The Secret Waterfall Bali that will be reviewed in this page.

https://www.wohoota.com/blog/discovery-of-secret-and-wonderful-waterfall-in-bali.html


Sekumpul Waterfalls Singaraja Bali

Discover Secret Waterfall in Bali

Most of people maybe just know God Island for Its Temple, Art, or White Sandy Beach. Even though, there 
still many the beauty that be exist in there, one of them is waterfall.

In the north end of island or North Bali is an upland that provide some waterfalls. This is suitable for you who 
want to get calmness far away from the crowd of urban situation. One of the most recommended is Sekumpul 
Waterfall.

This is the highest waterfall in Bali and located in Sawan Village, Buleleng Regency. Sekumpul Waterfall is 
truly special because offers 7 waterfall points at once when rainy season and be 5 waterfall during dry 
season.

The panorama of 2 waterfall is main attraction in there and has 100 meters height. When rainy season arrives, 
you will have an opportunity to see its uniqueness. Where each those 2 waterfall color will be different. The 
left side will looks clear because come from water spring in mountain. The right side will looks rather brown
caused water come from the river directly.



Sekumpul Waterfall Hiking Tour

Access to Sekumpul Waterfall

In order to see all beauty of this secret waterfall, you are required to trek in forest. Hence, prepare enough 
energy before.

Along the track, you must also go through the stair about 300 meters, cross the river. Although its sounds tiring 
but fascinating scenery of untouched nature will make it more pleasure.

Read also: Waterfall Jumping in Bali
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